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Magnetic Flux Sensing Exploiting Two SQUIPTs
Connected by means of a Floating Island
L. Fasolo, D. Borchia and E. Enrico

Abstract—Magnetometers exploiting interference effect of the
superconducting wavefunction are known since the realization
of the first SQUID, with several improvements in performance
in the following years. In this field, the Superconducting
Quantum Interference Proximity Transistor (SQUIPT) offers
an interesting alternative to the conventional SQUID thanks to
its lower power dissipation that makes it ideal for nanoscale
and ultra-low temperature (T < 1 mK) applications, where
very low dissipation is required. Here, a device composed
by two facing fully superconducting SQUIPT is proposed.
Numerical simulations demonstrate how the interplay between
the behaviours of a couple of tunnel junctions in such a design
accounts for promising performances as both a flux-to-current
and a flux-to-voltage transducer.
Index Terms - Magnetometers, Nanoelectronics, Single electron
transistors, Superconducting devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Superconducting Quantum Interference Proximity
Transistor [1] is a two terminal nanostructured electronic
device composed of a superconducting loop interrupted by a
normal metal or a superconducting nanowire. In the former
case, due to the proximity effect, the contact between the
superconducting material and the normal material leads to
the appearance of a minigap in the electronic density of state
(DoS) of the wire, that results to be modulated by the magnetic
flux piercing the loop [2], [3]. It has also been demonstrated
that a flux-induced quasiparticles DoS modulation can occur
in a superconducting wire, with a dependency similar to the
normal metal one when the weak linkpis short compared to
the diffusive coherence length, L <
hD/2π∆ (where h
is the Plank constant, D is the diffusion coefficient of the
nanowire, and ∆ is the superconducting energy gap of the
ring) [4]. Theoretical proposals and experimental evidences
[4], [5] showed that fully superconducting SQUIPTs exhibit
better performances in terms of flux sensitivity with respect to
the normal metal wire-based counterparts. More recently, the
exploitation of a couple of facing SQUIPTs has been proposed
and tested, demonstrating enhanced functionalities due to
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single-electron sensitivity [6], [7]. In the SQUIPT layout,
the flux-dependent DoS is probed by the so-called probe (P)
electrode through a negligible-size tunnel junction coupled
with the center of the nanowire (NW). In a voltage-bias
(Vb ) configuration, a magnetic flux-dependent quasiparticles
current I(Φ) can flow across this junction (Fig.1a). If the
tunnel resistance (RT ) is sufficiently large, the Cooper pair
current across the junction can be neglected with respect to
the quasiparticles current. The net quasiparticle current flowing
through the junction, as a function of the bias condition, can
be expressed as
Z h
1
nNW (E) nP (E − eVb )·
(1)
I(Vb ) =
eRT
i
· (fNW (E) − fP (E − eVb )) dE
where E is the quasiparticle energy with respect to the chemical potential, fNW(P) (E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution for
the nanowire (probe), and exploiting nNW(P) as the normalized
superconducting quasiparticle DoS:
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˜
E + i γNW(P) ∆NW(P) − ∆NW(P)
(2)
where ∆NW(P) is the superconducting BCS gap and γNW(P)
is the reduced Dynes parameter modeling the finite lifetime
of Cooper pairs in a superconductor-based tunnel junction
connected with a noisy low-ohmic environment [8], [9].
˜ P = ∆P , to take
Moreover, while for the probe holds ∆
into account the flux-modulated gap in the nanowire, one
˜ NW = ∆NW (s · cos(πΦ/Φ0 ) + t), where
can introduce ∆
Φ0 = h/2e is the magnetic flux quantum and e is the
elementary charge. The cosinusoidal dependency derives
from the analytical solution of the quasi-classical Usadel
equations for diffusive systems, under the assumption of a
short limit junction (i.e., for a nanowire length much smaller
than the diffusive coherence length) and for a perfectly
centered probe [4]. The parameters s and t here introduced,
phenomenologically model an incomplete suppression of the
gap that can occur when the kinetic inductance of the loop
isn’t negligible with respect the kinetic inductance of the
nanowire [5], [10].
In the present work we compare the performance, as a
magnetic flux transducer, of a fully superconducting single
SQUIPT with a device composed by two of them, electrically
coupled by means of their probes. (Fig.1b). The two probes
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic representation of a voltage biased SQUIPT. In this
figure, an equivalent circuital symbol, derived from the one typically used
for a tunnel junction has been introduced, representing the tunnel junction
between the nanowire and the probe. b) Schematic representation of the two
facing SQUIPTs configuration, connected through their probes that constitute
a superconducting island (thick red lines) with a floating potential.

constitute a floating superconducting island with negligible
charging energy. A similar layout can be found in [7]. Besides,
we suppose the entire device to be thermally anchored to the
substrate at a temperature much lower then its superconducting
critical temperature.
For the sake of simplicity, the two junctions in the proposed
configuration are assumed to have identical resistances (RT,1 =
RT,2 = RT ). Furthermore, two magnetic fluxes (Φ1 and Φ2 )
are concatenated to the loops, having a constant difference
Φ1 − Φ2 = ∆Φ, condition easily reached experimentally by
exploiting local magnetic fluxes generated with on-chip coils
[11].
With a general approach, when the device is voltage-biased
(Vb ), the two junctions experience different voltage drops
(V1 ,V2 ) balanced on the base of the ratio of their conductances,
such that Vb = V1 + V2 .
To evaluate this latter ratio, we model the net quasiparticle
current Im flowing through the m-th junction as a generalization of (1):
Z h
1
Im (Vm ) =
nm,L (E) nm,R (E − eVm )·
(3)
eRT
i
· (fm,L (E) − fm,R (E − eVm )) dE
where m = {1, 2}, and the index m,L(R) identifies the left
(right) electrode of the m-th junction, that can be one of the
nanowires or one of the ends of the central island. From (2)
and (3) it turns out that the tunnel junctions conductances
depend on their electrodes DoSes and consequently on Φ1 and
Φ2 . In addiction, the current conservation I1 (V1 ) = I2 (V2 ) =
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Fig. 2. a) Modulation of the net quasiparticle current flowing across the
junction in a SQUIPT as a function of the concatenated reduced magnetic
flux Φ/Φ0 for different bias voltages eVb /∆P . b) Flux-to-current transfer
functions ∂I/∂Φ.

I imply a dependence of the voltages on both the fluxes, hence
V1(2) (Φ1 , Φ2 ).
II. S IMULATIONS AND R ESULTS
Numerical simulations have been performed by selecting the
device parameters on the base of the measurements performed
on a similar layout relying on aluminum technology [11].
Here, the tunneling resistance of all junctions is RT = 55
kΩ, while the island (probe) superconducting gap value is
∆I(P) = 215 µeV. We suppose the two nanowires to be equal,
˜ NW,1 and ∆
˜ NW,2 both sweep from a maximum
such that ∆
value of 235 µeV to a minimum of 85 µeV (corresponding
to the phenomenological parameters t = 85/235 ≈ 0.36
and s = 1 − t). It’s worth mentioning that in the reference
experiment, the maximum gap of the nanowire results to be
higher than the gap of the island, being the former a thinner
nanostructure [12]. Furthermore, the value of the reduced
Dynes parameter of each component was considered equal
and set at γ = 5.0 · 10−3 . Eventually, the difference between
the two fluxes was fixed to the value ∆Φ/Φ0 = 0.5 (corresponding to the opposite phase condition in the modulation of
the two nanowire gaps).
The curves in Fig. 2a represent the current flowing through
the junction of a SQUIPT as a function of the concatenated
reduced magnetic flux Φ/Φ0 when the device is biased with
different voltages eVb /∆P . In the high bias voltage regime
the junction is dominated by the normal metal character of its
electrodes and behaves like a normal resistance, with a current
weakly dependent on the magnetic flux piercing the loop. For
intermediate bias voltages the current response acquires a nonlinear flux dependency, highlighted by the presence of sharp
peaks in the flux-to-current transfer function ∂I/∂Φ reported
in Fig. 2b. These peaks are due to the alignment between the
maximum (peak) of the empty branch of the superconducting
DoS of one side of the junction, and the maximum (peak)
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Fig. 3. a) Modulation in the two facing SQUIPT configuration of the net
quasiparticle current flowing across the two junction as a function of the concatenated reduced magnetic flux Φ1 /Φ0 for different bias voltages eVb /∆I .
b) Flux-to-current transfer functions ∂I/∂Φ1 . The numerical analysis was
performed imposing the particular condition of ∆Φ = Φ1 − Φ2 = 0.5 Φ0 .

of the filled branch of the other side (resonance). In this
intermediate bias regime the SQUIPT acts as a flux-to-current
transducer with a high sensitivity confined in two narrow flux
intervals, whose positions are determined by Vb . Eventually,
in the low bias regime the current flow is strongly-suppressed,
recovering a flux-independency.
The curves in Fig. 3a show the behaviour of the current flowing
across each of the junctions in the two facing SQUIPTs
configuration as a function of the concatenated magnetic flux
Φ1 for different bias conditions. The corresponding flux-tocurrent transfer functions ∂I/∂Φ1 are presented in Fig. 3b.
Similarly to the previous case, three bias regimes can be
appreciated. This time however, in the intermediate regime
the transfer functions present less pronounced peaks, located
in correspondence of the contemporaneous achievement of
the resonance condition across the two junctions, condition
promoted by the floating voltage of the island. Thus, the
proposed configuration can act as a flux-to-current transducer
with a lower sensitivity with respect the single SQUIPT
voltage biased configuration. Unlike this latter, the voltage
biased couple of facing SQUIPTs can act also as a fluxto-voltage transducer, where the physical measurand is, for
instance, the voltage drop across the first junction V1 . This
voltage can be experimentally evaluated with a tunnel probe
inducing in the floating island a probing current negligible
with respect I.
The curves in Fig. 4a represent the voltage drop across
the first junction, normalized on Vb , as a function of the
normalized magnetic flux Φ1 /Φ0 , for different voltage bias
conditions. For the highest bias values the conductances of the
two identical junctions are comparable, and the voltage drops
across them tend to the so-called symmetrical bias condition
(V1 = V2 = Vb /2), independently from the concatenated
magnetic flux. As in the case of the current response, for
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Fig. 4. a) Modulation in the two facing SQUIPT configuration of the voltage
drop across the first junction normalized on the bias voltage V1 /Vb as a
function of the concatenated reduced magnetic flux Φ1 /Φ0 for different bias
voltages eVb /∆I . b) Flux-to-voltage transfer functions ∂V1 /∂Φ1 .

the lowest bias values, the behaviour of the voltage drops is
strongly flux-dependent. The displacement of the curves from
V1 /Vb = 0.5 is maximum for multiples of Φ0 /2, values for
which the conductances are the most unbalanced, due to the
maximum difference of the two gap amplitudes. Vice versa,
for odd multiples of Φ0 /4, regardless from the imposed bias
voltage, the displacement is null, since the conductances of the
˜ NW,1 = ∆
˜ NW,2 .
two junctions are equal, being in this situation ∆
The corresponding flux-to-voltage transfer functions ∂V1 /∂Φ1
are shown in Fig.4b, where it can be noticed that in the
intermediate voltage regime these curves have two plateaus,
each of which can cover almost completely a flux semiperiod when properly biased (i.e., for eVb /∆I = 3.5 in this
simulation). In this condition the transducer exhibit an almost
constant sensitivity on the overall magnetic flux period.
III. C ONCLUSION
In this work the behaviour as a magnetic flux transducer
of two facing fully superconducting SQUIPTs connected by
means of a floating island was investigated. Similarly to the
case of a voltage biased single SQUIPT, the flux-to-current
transfer functions of the proposed configuration show sharp
peaks, the positions of which are determined by the bias
conditions. In this situation the sensitivity of the transducer
is limited to narrow intervals in the magnetic flux periodicity.
Differently from the voltage biased single SQUIPT, the double
SQUIPT concept enables the possibility of a flux-to-voltage
transduction, resulting in a sensitivity extension to the overall
magnetic flux period. The mesoscopic nature of the island connecting the two facing SQUIPTs in this latter configurations
offers several opportunities like active on-chip cooling [13]–
[15] or energy filtered transport across tunnel junctions [16]
that can overcome the magnetic flux sensitivity limits even
further respect state-of-the-art SQUIPTs.
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